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This invention relates to fluid-actuated structures for 
performing logical operations and more particularly to 
improvements therein. . 

In an application for patent for fluid logic structures 
filed May 3l, 1963 and having Serial No. 284,725, now 
abandoned, there is described a fluid-actuated logical ele 
ment which is employed for performing digital logic. The 
utility of the invention is in environments in which the 
electronic components normally used for performing digi 
tal logic are not suitable. In such environments, provided 
that results are not required at the speeds of electronic 
components, fluid-actuated logical elements may be ern 
ployed. Besides digital operations, it is also necessary to 
perform analog operations in such environments. 

Accordingly, an object of this invention is the provi 
sion of a fluid-actuated element which may be employed 
for analog operations. 
Yet another object of this invention is the provision of 

a unique fluid-actuated operational amplifier. 
Still another object `of the present invention is the pro 

vision of a simple and reliable Huid-actuated analog con 
trol element. 
These and other objects of the present invention are 

achieved by a structure having two different-size aligned 
passages in which two different-size balls may move or 
slide. Very little clearance is provided for the :balls in 
these passages. Openings are provided in the walls of 
these passages to permit air to be applied to Ithe smaller 
ball to move it against the larger ballrand to permit air 
to be applied to the larger ball to move it against the 
smaller ball. Some of the latter openings may be used 
for the application of input pressures to be summed by the 
device. In addition, openings are provided in the side 
walls of these passages whereby, when the smaller ball 
assumes one position, it cuts off or blocks an output ̀ aper 
ture and as it is moved toward a second position, it per 
mits the air which pushes it toward the larger ball to exit 
through that output aperture to an extent determined by 
its location between the two positions. In addition, air 
is fed from the output aperture back .to a side of the larger 
ball to urge the larger ball toward the smaller ball. Fur 
thermore, supply air is fed not only against the side of 
the smaller ball to urge it toward the larger ‘ball but also 
through a control or bias valve to an -opening in the pas 
sage adjacent the larger ball which permits this air also 
to urge the larger ball against the smaller ball, compensat 
ing exactly for the constant leakage flow around the large 
ball. , 

The structure briefly described comprises an operational 
amplifier, which those skilled in ythe art will readily recog 
nize as being a basic unit in analog computation. 
The novel features that are considered characteristic of 

this invention are set forth with particularity in the ap 
pended claims. The .invention itself, both as to its or 
ganization and method of operation, as well as additional 
objects and advantages thereof, will best be understood 
from the following description, when read in connection 
with the accompanying drawings, in which: 
FIGURE 1 shows the appearance of one end of a two~ 

ball element which is employed in lthe analog element of 
this invention; . 

FIGURE 2 is a cross-section through FIGURE l along 
the lines 22, illustrating the internal appearance of the 
element; 
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FIGURE 3 is a schematic drawing of an embodiment 

. of this invention; 
FIGURE 4 is a schematic drawing illustrating how the 

embodiment ̀ of this invention may be employed for per 
forming integration; v 

FIGURE 5 is a schematic drawing showing how the 
embodiment of this invention may ‘be performed for per 
forming position control functions. ~ 
FIGURES 1 and 2 of the drawing respectively show an I 

end and cross sectional view of what may be termed a 
“two-ball arrangement” of a fluid-actuated logic structure. 
These two drawings are substantially identical with FIG 
URES l and 2 of the drawing shown in the previously 
mentioned application, Serial No. 284,725, which is as 
signed to a common assignee. However, some modifica 
tion has been made of the basic element, as is shown in 
FIGURE 2, for lthe purpose of its being utilized as an 
analog device. 

In FIGURE 2, the basic block of material 10 has drilled 
therethrough with aligned centers, a smaller passageway 
12 and a larger passageway 14. A smaller ball 16, and a 
larger ball 18, sized to provide a running fit in these 
passageways, are respectively inserted therein. An open-l 
ing 20 is milled in the block 10 extending from the larger 
passageway at its junction with the smaller passageway. 
This opening is known as the exhaust opening. Another 
hole 22 is drilled through the block 10 on the opposite 
side thereof from the exhaust opening 20and opening into 
the smaller passageway 12, displaced from the junction 
thereof with the larger passageway. This is known as the 
output opening 22. Two more oppositely extending open 
ings respectively 23 and 25 are milled in the block 10 to 
afford access into the larger passageway 14 on the side of 
the larger ball 18 which is farthest away from the smaller 
ball 14. 

End pieces respectively 26, 28 are attached to the cen 
tr-al block 10 by any suitable means su'ch as screws 30. 
The end pieces 26, 28 serve to close off the smaller and 
larger passageways respectively 12, 14, except that an 
input aperture 32 is milled through the block 10 to afford 
input to the side of the smaller passageway and two in 
put apertures respectively 34, 36, are drilled through the 
end plate 28 to afford access to the outer side of the 
larger ball. 
As previously indicated, the two balls 16, 18 

concentric holes with very little clearance or 
V.aide in 
leakage. 

With the two balls in the position shown in FIGURE 2,` 
«air which is applied at t-he opening 32 will flow through 
the passageway 12 and through the output aperture 22. 
The ball 16 prevents any air from moving into the pas 
sageway 14. Upon the application of the air to any one 
or combination of the openings 23, 34, 36, 25, the ball 
18 slides to the left moving the ball 16 therewith, where 
upon opening 22 is blocked. The exhaust aperture 2t) 
is provided to exhaust any air which may pass by the 
ball 18 and to exhaust any air that may remain in the 
output opening when it is connected to the apparatus. 
Upon removal of the air which is maintaining the ball 18 
in pressing contact against the ball 16 such that opening 
22 is blocked, the smaller ball 16 will move the larger 
ball 18 to.the right, whereupon an output will occur 
through the opening 22. ' 
The arrangement shown provides gain. That is, the 

results of the same input pressure applied to the larger 
ball and to the smaller ball will always result in the balls 
moving to the position with the opening 22 being blocked. 
T-he amount of this gain is largely determined by the ratio 
of the ball diameters. 
FIGURE 3 is a schematic arrangement of an embodi 

ment of the invention. Therein, the balls 16, 18 are 
represented with lines on either side thereof 'representing 
the passageways in which these balls slide and the re 
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spective openings 20, 22, 23, 25 and 32, 34, 36 afford 
ing access to these passageways in the manner previously 
described. It will be seen that a constant pressure sup 
ply source 40 is coupled by appropriate tubing 42, 44 
respectively, to the opening 32 and to a control valve 
46. The output opening 22 is coupled by appropriate 
tubing 48 to an output tube 50 which also connects 
through a linear flow resistance 52, designated as Rf, 
through tubing S4 back to an input opening 23. The 
control valve 46 connects through tubing 56 back to in 
put opening 25. 

Inputs to openings 34, 36 are applied through tubes 
respectively 58, 60 which connect to these openings 
through linear flow resistances respectively 62, 64. As 
sume now that the input to tube 58 is designated as P1, 
the input to tube 60 is designated as P2, the output pres 
sure is designated as P0. Ps isV the pressure in the pas 
sageway on the side of the small ball farthest away from 
the larger ball. Let PX equal the fluid pressure on the side 
of the larger ball farthest away from the smaller ball. 
If the cross-sectional area of the smaller ball is, for 

example, one-half that of the larger ball, then the two 
balls will be in static equilibrium only when PX equals 
one-half PS. But since Ps is a fixed reference pressure, 
then PX will also be a fixed known pressure level (except 
for transient disturbances). This 1:'X corresponds to the 
“virtual ground” at the summing junction of an elec 
tronic summing amplifier. The input signals are repre 
sented by t-he pressure differentials (P1-PX) and 
(P2-PX), and can therefore be positive or negative (with 
respect to “computer ground,” PX). 

R1, R2, and Rf as previously lindicated are linear flow 
resistances, such as capillaries or porous plugs. Resist 
ance here has the units of pressure drop divided by vol 
ume iiow rate. The valve 46 can be adjusted so as‘to 
balance out the effect of leakage past the large ball, thus 
eliminating zero offset of the output. 
A summation of flow rates into the Px chamber will 

show that the output is the negative weighted sum of the 
inputs as follows: 

(P. R1 

Note that P1 and P2 are assumed to be pressure sources 
of low internal resistance compared to R1 and R2. They 
must be able'to put ̀ out or to accept some flow atV constant 
pressure. This invention is such a device, and therefore 
units can be cascaded in networks. 

It should be appreciated that the embodiment of the 
invention schematically represented in FIGURE 3 com 
prises an operational amplifier that is connected to give 
the inverted sum of two input pressure signals. 
The usual way to integrate a function with respect to 

time using an operational amplifier is to feed back around 
the amplifier through a coupling capacitor. The fluid 
analogy to a coupling capacitor is two chambers sepa 
rated by a spring-loaded partition or compliant mem 
brane. For applications where these springy elements 
are not desired, there is another system for integrating 
that is based upon the fact that a rigid tank containing 
a compressible fluid, such as air, is analogous to a capac 
itor with one end tied to ground. Electronically, a cur 
rent source feeding such a capacitor would generate a 
Voltage at the capacitor proportional to the integral of 
the current. The current could be controlled by moni 
toring the drop across a resistor. 
FIGURE 4 illustrates the pneumatic analog, in ac 

cordance with this invention, of an integrating system. 
The arrows associated with the schematic drawing show 
information flow and not necessarily air iiow direction. 
It will be seen that the integrator in FIGURE 4 includes 
two of the summing amplifiers shown in FIGURE 3 re 
spectively designated by reference numerals 70 and 72. 
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A single supply source 74 at a pressure Ps is provided for 
the system. The input, at a pressure P1 which is to be 
»integrated is applied to one input 76 of the first sum 
ming device '70. The summing device 72, as will be 
come ̀ clear with further discussion, is used as an inverter. 
A feedback coupling is made by a pipe 78- from the 

output 80 of the second device 72 back to the second 
input 82 of the first summing device 70. The output 
hose 84 from the first summing device 70 is connected 
through a capillary or linear resistance 86 to a tank 88 
and also to an input 90 of the second summing device 
72. The second input 'to the second summing device 
72 is blocked. All unmarked capillaries are of equal re 
»sistance 
An analysis of the arrangement shown in FIGURE 4 

indicates that an output (Po-Px) is achieved at the pipe 
80 which is equal to 

where R is equal to the capillary 86, C is the “pneu 
matic capacitance” of the air tank, P1 is the input pressure 
and P,l has the same meaning as was given in FIGURE 
3. Since R, C, and Px are constants, effectively, the out 
put of the arrangement shown in FIGURE 4 is the in 
tegral of the input with respect to time. 

The basic two-ball element in accordance with this in 
vention can also be used .as a high-gain amplifier for 
control as well as for computing. An arrangement il 
lustrating this is shown in FIGURE 5 . This shows a fluid 
servomechanism for positioning a variable load in con 
tinuous response to a low-power pressure signal. The 
advantage of this `arrangement is that there are no springsV 
or diaphragms to creep or deteriorate at high tempera-` 
tures. The element corresponding to the one shown in 
FIGURE 3 is designated by the reference numeral 92.y 
A load 94 is to be positioned using ̀ a pneumatic piston 
arrangement. The load is held on a piston rod 96 which 
rides in a bearing 98. The piston rod has an enlarged, 
portion 100 and thereafter a reduced portion 102 whichV 
terminates in the piston head 104. The piston head has 
twice the cross-sectional area of the enlarged portion 100 
and operates in a piston chamber 106. The enlarged 
portion 100 of the piston rod slides within a pipe 108V 
which provides a capillary gap 110 of resistance much 
less than that at input 114. It will be seen that the pipe 
108 is closed with the piston chamber 106 at one end and 
has an exhaust opening 112 at the other end. The capil 
lary gap 110 around the enlarged portion of the piston 
rod acts as `a pressure divider, providing a feedback pres 
sure (Pf-Px) to one input 114 of the ‘device 92, which 
is proportional to the position of the load 94. Itshould 
also be noted that the one supply source 116 at pressure 
Ps supplies the pressure required` for operation of the 
summing amplifier device ‘92 and the pressure applied 
to the interior of the piston and pipe chamber. 
The load displacement “x” will be proportional to 

(P1-PX) where Pi is the pressure of the fluid applied to 
one input 120 of the device 92. As pointed out, the 
pressure signal from the capillary divider is proportional 
to the position of the load. The resulting flow summation 
at the amplifier input causes the balls to shift and this 
serves to cause fluid to flow, or not, through the output 
122 of the ydevice 92 back into the head end of the cylin 
der until an equilibrium position is reached which corre 
sponds to the input signal. Thus, the load displacement 
is proportional to the input pressure. The zero position 
of the load may be set using the valve 126. 

There has accordingly been described and shown here 
in a novel, useful and unique pneumatic analog device 
which can perform a multiplicity of analog operations. 
What is claimed is: . 
1. A huid-actuated logical element comprising a body 

of material having a first input aperture, an output aper 
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ture, a first passage therein affording communication be 
tween said first input aperture and said output aperture, 
first ball means in said first passage movable therein be 
tween a first position for blocking communication be 
tween said first input aperture and said output aperture, 
and a second position wherein said communication is af 
forded, a second passage in said body of material aligned 
with said first passage and in communication therewith, 
said second passage being larger than said first passage, 
a second ball means in said second passage movable in 
said second passage to a first position whereby it moves 
said first ball means to its first position and to a second 
position whereby said ball means may be moved to its 
second position, the extent of communication between 
said input and output apertures being determined by the 
location of said first ball means relative to said first and 
second positions, second, third, fourth, and fifth input 
apertures in said body of material «communicating with 
said second passage at the side of said second ball means 
which is farthest away from said first ball means, means 
coupling said output aperture with said second input 
aperture, means coupling said first input aperture with 
said third input aperture, first means for applying fiuid 
under pressure to said first and third input apertures for 
establishing a reference pressure level Within said first and 
second passages, and means for applying fluids under 
pressures to said fourth and fifth input apertures where 
by the output pressure at said output aperture is Ithe nega 
tive weighted sum of the inputs. 

2. A Huid-actuated logical element as recited in claim 
1 werein said means coupling said output aperture to said 
first input aperture includes a linear flow resistance. 

3, A fluid-actuated logical element as recited in claim 
1 wherein said means coupling said first and third input 
apertures includes a valve to provide a bias fiow into the 
input side of said large passageway to compensate for 
leakage flow around the larger ball. 

4. A duid-actuated logical element as recited in claim 
1 wherein said third and fourth input apertures each in 
clude a linear fiow resistance. 

5. A Huid-actuated logical element comprising a body 
of material having 1a first input aperture and an output 
aperture, Ia first passage therein for affording communica 
tion between said first input aperture and said output 
aperture, first ball means in said first passage movable 
from a first position wherein it blocks communication be 
tween said first input iaperture and said output aperture 
to a second position wherein communication is complete 
`ly afforded, the exten-t of communication between said 
input and output apertures being determined by the loca 
tion of the first ball means relative to its first and second 
positions, a second passage in said body of material which 
communicates with said first passage and is coaxial there 
with, said second passage being larger than said first 
passage and including a second ball means slidably mov 
able in said second passage to a fi-rst position for Imoving 
said first ball means t-o Iits first position and to a second 
position for permitting said first ball means to return to 
its second position, second, third, fourth, and fifth input 
apertures communicating wi-th said second passage at a 
location adjacent said second ball means which is on the 
side farthest away from said first ball means, an exhaust 
-aperture communicating with the passageway region be 
tween said first and second ball means when said first ball 
means is in its second position, a feedback co-upling in 
oluding a fiow resistance device connecting said output 
aperture with lsaid second input aperture, Ia feed coupling 
including a fluid How-control device connecting said first 
input aperture with said third input aperture, first means 
for applying fluid at a reference pressure to said first input 
aperture, and means for applying fluids at pressures which 
it is desired to sum to said fourth and fifth input aper 
tures. 

6. A fluid-actuated integrating system comprising a first 
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6 
and second Huid-actuated device each including a body of 
material having a first input aperture .and an ‘output aper 
ture, a first passage therein for affording communication 
between -said first input aperture and said output aper 
ture, first ball means in said first passage movable therein 
between a first position for blocking communication be 
tween said first input aperture and said -output aperture 
and a 'second position wherein said communication is 
afforded, the location of said ball means between said 
first «and second positions determining the extent of com~ 
munication between said first input and output apertures, 
a second passage in said body of material concentric with 
said first passage and in communication therewith, said 
second passage being larger than said first passage, a 
second ball means in said second passage movable in 
said second passage to a first position whereby it moves 
said first ball means to its first position and to a second 
position whereby said first ball means may be moved to 
its second position, second, third and fourth input aper 
tures in said body of material communicating with said 
second passage at the side of said second ball means 
which is farthest laway from said first ball means, a 
feedback coupling between said 'output aperture and said 
second input aperture, a flow control coupling between 
said first input aperture and said third input aperture, 
a second feedback coupling between the outpu-t aperture 
of said second fluid-actuated device and the fourth input 
aperture of ~said first fluid~actuated device, forward cou 
pling means coupling the output «of said first fluid-actuated 
device to the fourth input of said second Huid-actuated 
device, a fluid holding tank coupled to said forward cou 
pling mean-s, means for applying fin-id at a predetermined 
pressure to the first inputs of said first and second fluid 
actuated devices, a fifth input aperture in said first fluid 
actuated device communicating with said second passage 
at the side of said second ball means which is farthest 
away from said first ball means, means for `applying fluid 
under pressure which is to be integrated to said fifth input 
aperture, and means to derive an output from the output 
aperture of said second fiuid~actuated means. 

7. The structure of claim 6 wherein the feedback means 
of said first and second fluid-actuated devices include 
linear iiow resistances therein, said forward feed means 
includes a linear resistance, rand there is a linear resistance ' 
in each of said fourth inputs in said fifth input apertures. 

8. A duid-actuated control device for controllling a 
Huid-operated device composed of a body of materi-al 
having a first input «aperture :and an output aperture 
therein, a first passage ltherein affording communication 
between said first input aperture and said output aperture, 
first ball means in said first passage movable therein be 
tween a first position for blocking communication be 
tween said first input aperture and said output aperture 
and a second position wherein said communication is 
afforded, the location of said first ball means between 
said first and second positions -detenmining the extent of 
communication between said first input aperture and said 
output aperture, a second passage in said body of mate 
rial concentric with said first passage and in communi 
cation therewith, said second passage being larger than 
said first passage, second 4ba-ll means in said second pas 
sage mowable in said second passage to a first position 
whereby it moves said first ball means to its first position 
and to a second position whereby said first ball means 
may be moved to its second position, second, third, fourth 
and fifth input apertures in said body of materialcom 
municatin-g with said second passage at the side of said 
second ball means which is farthest away from said first 
ball means, flow-control means coupling said first input 
aperture with said fifth input aperture, means for apply 
ing fluid lat a reference pressure to said first input aper 
ture, means in said Huid-actuated device to be controlled 
for providing fiuid at a pressure representative of the 
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«controlled state of said apparatus, means for applying said References Cited by the Examiner 
fluid «at la pressure representative of the controlled state UNITED STATES PATENTS 
of said `apparatus to said third input aperture, control , 3,031,846 5/1962 Wiegand _____'_____ 137-82 X Y 
means for applying fluid with a pressure representative 
`of lthe desired control to said fourth input aperture, and 5 . . . . f ’ ~  

means to apply output from said output aperture to said WILLIAM F’ O DEA’ P'lmary Examme" 
fluid control device to effectuate control thereof. A. COHAN, Assistant Examiner. 


